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Abstract 
One cannot separate culture from translation: they are so integrated that they need proper attention. Nowadays, the 
issue of bilinguality or knowing another language is not the only prerequisite for being a translator; in this fast 
moving world, translators should be primarily cultural experts. In other words, they should know the two cultures 
(source and target) very well before starting to act as a translator. Sometimes the two languages at the hands of the 
translator belong to totally different cultures; thus, the responsibility of the translator in this case increases. He has 
many obligations to balance regarding the target readers. He must bridge the gap between the separate source and 
target cultural worlds by using several strategies. Therefore, this study will investigate the role of the translator as a 
cultural mediator in transmitting texts from one culture to a different one.     
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1. Introduction 
Translation is a vital tool for conveying “cultures, thoughts, and all human related issues. Thus, it is used among 
various nations for enriching each other’s thoughts, cultures, languages and so forth” (Shirinzadeh & Tengku 
Mahadi, 2014c, p. 2350). With translation, there have been always translational problems, particularly with the issue 
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of culture.“Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society” (Tyler, 1870 cited by Avruch, 1998, p. 8).  
Lumbera (2014), highlighting the concept of culture in translation, states that a text is a multifaceted combination 
of expressed wisdom and interests, derived from the writer’s entirely individual world understanding as well as the 
world understanding of other people who live in the same society. And, as the process of creating the original text is 
not available to the translator, he may find himself in a difficult situation while translating, particularly from a 
cultural point of view. Belonging to another culture, the translator may find rendering the text intimidating, 
especially when language itself is inadequate for translation. Therefore, he must go through the text challenging 
culture (Lumbera, 2014). Accordingly, Jojić (2008) believes that perhaps the most complex problem in the course of 
translating texts for translators is the translation of the words bound to culture. Since each language integrates with 
its speakersʼ culture and customs, the act of transferring them to another language is not as simple as it appears at 
first glance. Along this line, Hatim and Mason (1990) assert that being bicultural has a higher priority than being 
bilingual in translation. In their view, translators must mediate between source and target cultures.  
Ceramella (2008) believes that “the meaning of a text depends on how knowledgeable a translator is about both 
the source and the target culture” (p. 16).Therefore, translators ought to be in Katan's (1999, p. 1) term “cultural 
mediators”. They must direct the cultural dissimilarities that can interrupt the stream of meaning transference. In 
other words, they should manage their translations so that they become comprehensible for their readers though 
there  may exist cultural gaps. In view of this, Shirinzadeh and Tengku Mahadi (2014b) state that, in the course of 
translation, translators may encounter some words that are untranslatable owing to the differences between source 
and target languages, primarily from the cultural viewpoint. The original texts may have some words which 
translators cannot find their proper equivalents in the target languages. As a result, they may tend to use some 
semantic modifications so as to cover the existing cultural gaps. Via these modifications, they may add some 
additional information to the text for their readers who are unfamiliar with those concepts. Thus, a translator is not a 
simple bridge builder. As Cheung (2014, p. 181) states, a translator is “a social actor who does not have to be tied 
down by the stereotypical image of a bridge-builder”; however, he can presume some “identities including, but not 
restricted to, that of the mediator, negotiator, ideological gate-keeper, activist, and so on” (p. 181).   
According to Särkkä (2007), the task of translation is carried out in a cultural context. He believes that some 
factors influence the strategies which can be applied by translators. Accordingly, extra-linguistic or communicative 
features generate particular limitations on the strategy that can be chosen for application. For instance, a cultural 
word like a proper name, which possibly has some allusions, affects the translator. As a result, he may employ a 
special strategy, deeming that proper names are to be translated differently. A proper name can be transmitted 
without any change. On the other hand, it can be altered to follow phonetic rules of the target language. It can be 
partially translated and partially transmitted. Likewise, it can be replaced with another name in the translation. And 
lastly, it can be completely omitted. Similarly, Särkkä (2007) notes that cultural words such as institutional terms or 
names of historical places often cannot show their place of origin or their nature. Thus, translators often add the 
required modifier to show the implicit information (e.g., the Iranian Rial, Akhlamad Waterfall, Bazangan Lake, 
Kerman Argé-Bam, Khuzestan Chogha Zanbil, Iran Tandooreh National Park).  
As previously noted, in the case that translation readers are not familiar with the original cultural word, the 
translator may provide the target text readers with an explanation. For example, a translator may add a footnote in 
his translation while rendering the Persian word [bistun] like The Bistun is an inscription placed in Mount Bistun in 
the west of Iran which goes back to about 522 BC. By doing so, he provides his readers with the needed background 
information so that they can understand the text. However, Särkkä (2007) believes that, in the case of international 
recognition, such additions are not welcomed in the target text, e.g., The Eiffel Tower, The Taj Mahal, Everest. 
There is no need for inserting extra information as readers are familiar with them. In line with Särkkä, Shirinzadeh 
and Tengku Mahadi (2014d) believe that translators should pay attention to the fact that target text readers may not 
share "similar world and cultural knowledge" with the source text readers (p. 2423).These gaps in translation should 
be addressed by translators. They deem that for resolving culture-related differences in translation, some extra 
information needs to be added into the translation. It can be accommodated at the end of the text as a glossary or 
within the translation pages as a footnote. 
There are different factors that direct translators to choose a particular procedure for translating cultural words. 
Thus, whether the translator opts to translate the cultural words, to transfer them, to apply some changes to follow 
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the rules of the target language, or to use any other procedure, all are affected by factors such as  the extent of the 
differences between source and target languages or the trans-culturality of the terms (Shirinzadeh & Tengku 
Mahadi, 2014a). Thus, "the nature of the languages at hand" is very important (p. 8). The SL and TL may share 
many things due to extreme contact between them or they may be totally different as they have not been in contact 
very much. However, there are always differences between source and target cultures. But, when the difference is 
insignificant, the chance for the cultural words to keep their effects in the intercultural passage is higher. 
Nonetheless, when there is a lack of essential background knowledge, these words will not have strong effect on the 
target readers. It is very important that the readers (source readers and target readers)  have a proper understanding 
of each other cultures. Even speaking the same language may not lead to sharing the same culture. Chiaro (1992), 
mentioning the example of some American situation comedies that were not successful in the UK, states that 
speaking the same language is not the only matter. In fact, "without shared sociocultural knowledge between sender 
and recipient, a common linguistic code will be of little help" (p. 77). 
We are living in a fast moving era which affects everything around us. It is affecting translation as a means of 
communication as well. People around the world are communicating with each other constantly, with cultures 
transferring rapidly among nations as well. This is happening in a way that in near future we may not talk about a 
specific culture. Herein lies the transculturality concept. Therefore, paying proper attention to this matter is a vital 
and timely issue. According to Slimbach (2005): 
Ready or not, a “transcultural” era is upon us. The dramatic expansion of airline travel and telecommunications 
technologies, tourism and student exchanges, immigration policies and trade agreements have served to connect 
vastly different peoples and places into increasingly complex relationships. Local, regional, and national 
economies are now largely integrated into a single interdependent economy, working in real time on a global 
scale. Buyers and sellers increasingly connect, not through physical proximity, but through electronic networks. 
At the same time, everything and everyone appears to be on the move. Capital and commodities, products and 
services, businesspersons and migrants, tourists and terrorists — all move across borders with relative freedom 
(p. 205). 
Thus, we are all supposed to live in a transcultural environment. As a result, it is important to see how the 
cultural issues are to be treated in human communications like translation. As Bassnett (2014) states in spite of the 
variety of research methods in Translation Studies, there is one shared characteristic in most which is the “emphasis 
on cultural aspects of translation” (p. 3). She believes that the connection between language and lifestyle has been 
the central concern for translation research. In view of that, Li (1998,  p. 181) states “Comparative studies on 
cultures do shed light on strategies in translation of cultural factors ...”; thus, considering the importance of culture 
in translation, the present study aims at exploring the procedures used by translators for rendering cultural words.   
2. Method 
For fulfilling the purpose of this study, five stories of Saʼdiʼs Golestan has been chosen at random to be 
investigated as the source text of this study alongside their English translation by Rehatsek (2004). The reason 
behind choosing Saʼdiʼs works is that Saʼdi is “widely recognized as one of the greatest masters of the classical 
literary tradition” (Losensky, 2012, para. 1). As far as the theoretical framework of the study is concerned, the 
present study has adapted the classification proposed by Särkkä (2007). Firstly, the cultural words have been 
extracted from the Persian source text; then, the procedures applied by the translator for rendering those words have 
been explored. Next, the procedures have been placed under their own section of the mentioned classification.   
2.1 Theoretical framework 
Särkkä (2007) gives a classification for rendering proper nouns which is adapted here for translating cultural 
words. Moreover, according to Pedersen (2011), cultural words are proper names of places, food, institutions, 
people, etc. (p. 44); thus, Särkkä's classification suits the purpose of the study. It is explained in the following.  
Transportation: The translator while rendering the cultural word may transport the word from the source text to 
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the target text without any change (Särkkä, 2007). For example, the Persian proper name [sohräb] is transported into 
English without any change as Sohrab. It should be said that due to the nature of Persian and English languages, 
these two languages have different graphological systems. Therefore, all the Persian cultural words undertake the 
graphological changes while rendering into English. 
Transportation plus phonological modification: This procedure occurs when the translator transports the 
cultural word into the target text but he fits the word with the phonological system of the target text (Särkkä, 2007). 
The word can also be changed phonologically in order to sound more natural for the target text readers. For 
example, the name Thomas is changed phonologically while transporting into Persian as [tumäs].  
Transportation plus translation: The translator may translate some part of the cultural word and transport the 
other part (Särkkä, 2007). For instance, Queen Elizabeth, in Persian is partially rendered and partially transported as 
[mælæke elizäbet]. In other words, the word Queen has been rendered and the next one has been simply transported 
with a minor phonological change. In this procedure, by transportation, we consider both first and second 
procedures mentioned above under the term transportation, i.e. whether the word is transported without any changes 
or transported with phonological changes besides being translated, the procedure is called transportation plus 
translation. Another example that can be given for this procedure is the Persian cultural term [ghäre ælisædr] which 
is dealt with in English as Ali-Sadr Cave. Accordingly, it has been partially translated and partially transported. In 
other word, [ghär] has been rendered as Cave and [ælisædr] has been transported as Ali-Sadr in English translation.  
Replacement: Dealing with the cultural word in the act of translation, the translator may replace it with 
relatively different cultural word (Särkkä, 2007); in this case, he applies the replacement procedure. For instance, in 
a translation from English into Persian, the cultural word church may be replaced with another cultural word in the 
Persian target text, such as [mæsjed] (mosque). In the present study, replacing the cultural word with the 
conventional form of that word in the target language is also regarded as replacement procedure though it has been 
considered under the graphological and phonological modification of the proper nouns by Särkkä (2007). This can 
be seen in the following example. The proper nouns such as [musä] or [eesä] have the English conventional form as 
Moses and Jesus respectively. Another example that can be given is the cultural word London; it has the Persian 
conventional form as [lændæn].     
Gloss: This procedure is used when the translator, having dealt with cultural word, adds extra information with 
regard to that word into his translation (Särkkä, 2007). It occurs when the translator feels that his readers do not have 
the needed background knowledge regarding the dealt cultural word.  He may apply it within the text itself or out of 
the text via using a glossary. This procedure may be accompanied with other procedures like transportation. For 
example, a translator while translating the cultural word Hari Merdeka from Malay into Persian may expand his 
translation via using the following footnote [ruze esteghäle mälezi ke hær säle dær 31 ägost jæshn gerefte 
mishævæd] (back translation: the Malaysia independence day which is celebrated on 31 August every year).  
Dispensation: This procedure happens when the translator dispenses the cultural word from the target text 
(Särkkä, 2007). It occurs when there are not any other solutions for rendering it; besides, keeping it causes 
ambiguity for the readers or its dispensation does not harm the flow of information in the target text. Thus, by using 
this procedure, there is a zero equivalence for the source text cultural word in the translation. However, in this study, 
this procedure may be applied in combination with other procedures. For instance, it may be used with replacement 
procedure; in a sense that, the cultural word may be partially replaced and partially dispensed. Accordingly, the 
Persian cultural term [yusofe pæyämbær] can be rendered with the mixture of procedures into English as Joseph. In 
this case, the prophet has been removed from the target text though the source text contains it. In Figure 1, the whole 
procedures can be observed.  
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Fig.1. Translation procedures in rendering cultural words adapted from Särkkä (2007) 
3. Data Examples 
In the following, some examples of the extracted data will be given for each procedure that the translator has 
used. They are presented in form of tables. The source text cultural term and its counterpart in the target text has 
been bolded for clarity. However, for the Gloss procedure, the added information has been merely bolded. And, for 
the Dispensation procedure, as the source cultural term has no equivalence in the target text, only the original 
cultural term has been bolded.    
3.1. Transportation  
Table 1. Example 1 of transportation 
ST(Sa'di: p. 694) TT(Rehatsek: p. 695) 
bær än che migozæræd del mæneh ke dejle bæsi pæs 
æz khælife bekhähæd gozæsht dær bæghdäd 
Place not thy heart on what passes away;  
for the Tigris will flow after the Khalifs 
have passed away in Baghdad. 
 
Table 2. Example 2 of transportation 
 
ST (Sa'di: p. 692) TT (Rehatsek: p. 693) 
ghäzi cho be reshvæt bekhord pænj khiyär 
säbet konæd æz bæhre to dæh khærboze zär 
The qazi whom thou bribest with five cucumbers will 
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3.2. Transportation plus phonological modification 
Table 3. Example 1 of transportation plus phonological modification 
ST(Sa'di: p. 624) TT(Rehatsek: p. 625) 
musä ælæyhesæläm ghärun rä 
næsihæt kærd ...  
Moses, upon whom be peace, thus advised Quran ...  
 
Table 4. Example 2 of transportation plus phonological modification 
ST(Sa'di: p. 694) TT(Rehatsek: p. 695) 
bær än che migozæræd del mæneh ke 
dejle bæsi pæs æz khælife bekhähæd 
gozæsht dær bæghdäd 
Place not thy heart on what passes away;  
for the Tigris will flow after the Khalifs 
have passed away in Baghdad. 
3.3. Transportation plus translation 
Table 5. Example 1 of transportation plus translation 
ST(Sa'di: p. 310) TT(Rehatsek: p. 311) 
yeki rä æz olæmäye räsekh porsidænd 
che guyi dær näne væghf?  
One of the ulemma of solid learning, having  
been asked for his opinion about waqfbread, ... 
3.4. Replacement 
Table 6. Example 1 of replacement 
ST(Sa'di: p. 624) TT(Rehatsek: p. 625) 
musä ælæyhesæläm ghärun rä næsihæt kærd ...  Moses, upon whom be peace, thus advised 
Quran ...  
 
Table 7. Example 2 of replacement 
 ST(Sa'di: p. 694) TT(Rehatsek: p. 695) 
bær än che migozæræd del mæneh ke 
dejle bæsi pæs æz khælife bekhähæd 
gozæsht dær bæghdäd 
Place not thy heart on what passes away;  
for the Tigris will flow after the Khalifs 
have passed away in Baghdad. 
3.5. Gloss 
Table 8. Example 1 of  gloss 
ST(Sa'di: p. 624) TT(Rehatsek: p. 625) 
musä ælæyhesæläm ghärun rä 
næsihæt kærd ...  
Moses, upon whom be peace, thus advised Quran ⃰ ...  
⃰ Supposed to be the same as Korah. He is mentioned 
in the Quran as having been a man of great wealth.  
 
Table 9. Example 2 of  gloss 
ST(Sa'di: p. 694) TT(Rehatsek: p. 695) 
gæræt zedæst bæräyæd cho nækhl bäsh 
kærim væræt zedæst næyäyæd cho særv 
bäsh äzäd 
If thou art able, be liberal like the date tree, and if 
thy hand cannot afford it, be liberal like the 
cypress.  
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3.6. Dispensation 
Table 10. Example 1 of  dispensation 
ST(Sa'di: p. 624) TT(Rehatsek: p. 625) 
khähi ke momætte shævi æz donyä 
væ oghbä bä khælgh kæræm kon cho 
khodä bä to kæræm kærd.  
If thou desirest to profit by riches of the world be 
liberal to mankind as God has been liberal to thee. 
4. Findings and conclusion 
After the analysis of the data, nineteen cases of cultural words have been found in the corpus of the study. They 
have been classified and put under the respected section based on the procedures that the translator has applied. The 
findings can be seen in the following figure. 
 
 
Fig.2. Procedures applied by the translator 
As can be seen from the figure, Transportation procedure has been observed three times with 15.78 percent. 
Transportation plus phonological modification has been seen seven times with 36.84 percent. Transportation plus 
translation procedure has occurred one time with 5.26 percent. Replacement procedure has been observed five times 
with 26.31 percent. Gloss has been seen two times with 10.25 percent. And finally, dispensation procedure has 
happened one time with 5.26 percent. 
As can be seen from the results of the study, the translator has transported most of the cultural words, generally 
with phonological changes. By doing so, he brought a sense of foreignness to his translation. His attempt for 
mediating between the cultures so as to facilitate the process of cultural understanding is via employing the two 
procedures, gloss and replacement. In this way, he has given his readers a sense of familiarity with the text. This fact 
itself eases the comprehension process.  
Further to the recognition of cultural words and their effects in the original text, the translator should have the 
skill to regenerate an equivalent which brings about a similar effect in the target language. However, this is 
complicated; and, even in some occasions, it is an unfeasible task. This paper has proposed some probable ways of 
looking for solutions that can be employed in actual problematic circumstances. It is vital to recognize that factors 
involved in making the translation of cultural words successful are not limited simply to translator's expertise. The 
target language and culture potentials play an important role in determining the success of prioritizing application of 
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